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Fellrunner Cover Story      

Steve Chilton 

 

Is there a cachet to having appeared on the front cover of the Fellrunner? Do fell runners even think that way? 
I certainly have friends who think that to make the front cover of Athletics Weekly is an achievement to 
cherish.  

I got to thinking about this in a fairly roundabout way. Sourcing photos for my fourth fell running book gave 
me cause to consider who were the photographers that might be able to help me in my quest. This led to a 
casual thought as to which of those might have had the most photos on the cover of the sport’s magazine over 
the years. As we come to celebrating 50 years of the FRA I decided to find out. An Excel spreadsheet loaded, 
my own copies of the magazine on the floor around me, and the FRA website fired up for the online copies and 
away I went. 

This soon developed into thinking about how the cover style had developed over time, and as I started looking 
through the old copies I thought why not also see who has been on the cover, and what sort of range of races 
has been represented. 

Some interesting data began to emerge. The first photographer to have a second photo on the cover was 
Tommy Orr; the first event to be shown twice was Ennerdale; the first athlete to appear for second time was 
Mike Short; and the first female to feature was Carol Walkington (but not until January 1986). Posting this data 
on the Fell Runners UK FB page produced a modicum of interest and some good responses, so I carried on and 
analysed all 125 editions of the magazine. 

 

 
But first, a look at the development of the cover. The first FRA magazine was just a typescript effort, with no 
specific cover. In it were listed the first 117 members for the FRA – all men. The second issue (Spring 1972) had 
a black and white drawing of three fell runners, which was uncredited. The third issue (Autumn 1972) had the 
same image and inside listed more members, with number 235 seeming to be the first female member (some 
names were listed with just their initials). The same runners appeared on the next issue and the first photo, a 
black and white one of Jeff Norman, appeared on the cover of the 1974 issue. By Spring 1976 the photos were 
getting more adventurous, with a cover shot that looks like it was taken way up the higher fells. Spring 1978 
had the first woman on the cover, Ros Coates.  
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For the January 1980 issue the quality of printing had improved, giving better tones to the photos. In January 
1981 a double photo was used for the first time, and this technique was used quite a few times in the 1980s. 
Some of the covers that I have particularly liked are used to illustrate this article. One such was one of the 
Black Lane Ends race, which was recently used as part of the publicity for that race’s re-launch. The next issue 
(Summer 1986) had another early favourite, the Bad Step on the Langdale race route. Spring 1987 was the first 
of the A4 sized magazines, which was a major change from the recent A5 size. From this time on there was 
usually a full-size photo on the back cover too. The Summer 1987 issue had a great black and white one of Billy 
Bland on Whiteless Pike in the Buttermere Sailbeck race. 

 

October 1991 had the first colour cover, showing two great photos of Zermatt and Ben Nevis. But it was not 
always in colour though. A rough check seems to show that there was colour if there was an advert on the 
back cover. Perhaps the colour printing was offset by the revenue from the advert? A sort of sponsorship? By 
October 1995 it was normally in colour for every issue. It was nice to see that the October 1996 cover had a 
picture of three young athletes on it, the first time YAs had been specifically shown. A shame they weren’t 
named though. From this period multiple pics was the norm, with the consequence that many people 
suddenly made the cover. But in October 1999 it had all got a bit too busy. The central picture of Gavin Bland 
would have stood on its own as a fabulous cover, and in my opinion the other images got in the way.  
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A couple of things struck me as I reviewed the noughties. Two former covers were featured to celebrate 30 
years, and then there was the stark Foot and Mouth disease cover of June 2001. There was later an amazing 
image of Sharon Taylor taking a fall (I hope she was asked for approval for that one!), and two issues later a 
good montage of young and old (Alan Heaton and Danielle Walker), for October 2003. For June 2006 there was 
a single landscape image for the one and only time, and for the next issue an excellent image that included 
Blue Haywood – whatever happened to her? 

 

The covers then carried on showing some terrific images, highlighting both the famous and the not-so-famous, 
and also wildlife (in the bizarre Autumn 2015 sheep cover). I’d love to know the story behind that one – 
desperate for photos, favour for a mate, or just a perverse thought from the Editor? It was also good to see 
black and white being used to good effect, particularly for Autumn 2012, and in the stunning Summer 2018 
image of 64 different fell runners.  

So, here are some numbers from my analysis: on photographers, athletes, races. Bear in mind that there have 
sometimes been multiple photos on the cover, therefore photographer/athlete/race numbers will have been 
affected by that [i.e. there are more than 125 entries in all three columns of the spreadsheet]. 

Photographers (2 or more): Pete Hartley 47, Steve Bateson 15, Dave Woodhead 9, Andy Holden 5, Tommy Orr 
3, Allan Greenwood 3, Steve Harling 3, Gil Horsley 2, Neil Shuttleworth 2, John Offley 2, Dave Brett 2, 
Fellephant 2. 

Athletes (2 or more): All at 3 times – Mike Short, Joss Naylor, Pete Irwin, Ian Holmes, Simon Bailey, Vicky 
Wilkinson, Rob Jebb. All at 2 times – Billy Bland, Pete Bland, Colin Donnelly, Andy Peace. 

Races (3 or more): Three Peaks 9, Anniversary Waltz 6, Langdale 5, Wasdale 4, Wansfell 4, Coniston 4, Auld 
Lang Syne 4. All at 3 times – Ennerdale, Black Lane Ends, Grisedale, Buttermere Sailbeck, Hodgson Relay, 
Winberry Naze, Borrowdale. 

A couple of comments on all three datasets above:  

Photographers – a surprisingly high number of occurrences of one photographer. Acknowledging that Pete 
Hartley was great at his job, was he just more regularly submitting photos than others, or is that a reflection on 
his ability to be in the right place and to frame winning pictures?  

Athletes – who has been on, who hasn’t? It is good that there is a large range of athletes there (with many 
more on just once). Whilst those listed above are a fair selection of the best fell runners, there are some 
surprising omissions. For instance, of the males who have won the British Champs over the years there are 
eighteen who have never appeared on the cover – including Kenny Stuart, John Wild and the current 
champion. Whilst not wishing to get into gender politics there has certainly been disproportionally few women 
featured, with only Victoria Wilkinson appearing more than once. Leading athletes like Nicky Spinks and 
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Pauline Stuart being just two not having featured. There is also a similarly poor showing of young athletes, 
which is a shame. One of my initial reactions was that it is not often a performance related picture that makes 
it onto the front cover. In Athletics Weekly, say, which admittedly has 52 covers per annum compared to 3 per 
annum for Fellrunner, the winner of a big event automatically is front cover material. Fellrunner is way more 
random in what makes it to the cover - which has its own charm. 

Races – There seems to be something of a Lakes bias. I checked ‘Lakeland Classics’. Of the seven Trophy races, 
five are listed above, and the other two have appeared twice each. Interestingly, two races I would consider to 
have classic status – Ben Nevis and Snowdon – have only featured once each. More surprisingly, the following 
races, that all started before 1980, are all among those not represented in cover photos: Rivington Pike, 
Burnsall, Skiddaw, Carnethy, Kentmere, and Dale Head. It is possible to speculate on why some are chosen, 
and some not – are some more natural, beautiful for photographing? I can’t read the mind of the choosers, 
whom I presume have normally been the editors.  

As I started the analysis, I posted a straw poll on FB, for a bit of fun asking: “Is it a big deal to have appeared on 
the front cover of 'The Fellrunner' magazine?”. To date the response rate has been 263 Yes to 32 No (roughly 8 
to 1 - or 89% saying Yes), with quite a few interesting comments. One I particularly liked was, “A sprint finish 
with Emelie Forsberg at the 3 Peaks got me on the front cover. She must've been having an off day.” [from 
Craig Stansfield]. 

Two comments were from/about top runners. Danny Hope posted, “Not sure it is a big deal, but it is quite 
cool. I'd been doing fell races for over 30 years before I got one, it was a nice thing to show my kids.” Graham 
Breeze confirmed that the cover is quite clearly the prerogative of the Editor, and added this anecdote: “When 
I wrote my Profile of Ian Holmes (the best fell runner of his era by far) he commented that he had never had a 
Fellrunner cover. He got one later, but had to wait a while.”  

As I know the current Editor it seemed a good idea to ask his 
thoughts. He kindly came back with: “We really look for 
something that showcases runners in the landscape. We want 
to see runners in action, but within the majesty of the fells to 
balance out amazing views and spectacular places, with 
runners as part of the landscape. We’re not interested in close 
up shots that could be taken anywhere, we want to frame 
runners in context and what makes this sport unique and 
special. For some issues we will go with something different, 
such as Kelli for the last issue, this was very much an issue 
themed around the Champs. Also, in the next issue, we intend 
to feature Paul Tierney from his Wainwright’s round as we 
will be featuring an interview with him, so we will often try to 
mix a big name as a cover star for each issue. However, 
mostly, we struggle to get good cover images. Most images 
we receive are shot on an iPhone and the resolution is too low 
to publish as a cover as we need 300dpi. We also receive lots 
of good race images, but these are often close ups and we 
look for a more panoramic double page spread now we cover 

the front and back covers.” That image from the last issue nicely makes Paul’s point. 

To answer my original questions: there does seem to be a cachet, and many fell runners DO think that way. So, 
in conclusion, to give yourself the best chance: be male, get yourself fit, choose the right races, and make sure 
there is a sound photographer there who likes to submit spectacular photos that showcase this brilliant sport. 
And photographers – get out there with your camera and frame some runners in their natural habitat. 
 

Steve Chilton’s fourth book on fell running will be published in 2020, and he blogs regularly at: 
https://itsahill.wordpress.com/ 


